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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

 From Dr. Joseph Mercola

Since COVID-19 Brst entered the scene, exchange of ideas has basically been outlawed. By sharing my views and those

from various experts throughout the pandemic on COVID treatments and the experimental COVID jabs, I became a main

target of the White House, the political establishment and the global cabal.

Propaganda and pervasive censorship have been deployed to seize control over every part of your life, including your

health, Bnances and food supply. The major media are key players and have been instrumental in creating and fueling

fear.

I am republishing this article in its original form so that you can see how the progression unfolded.

Originally published: April 16, 2020

In March 2020, with the U.S. reeling from the COVID-19 pandemic, the Secure 5G and Beyond Act

(S. 893) and the Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological Availability Act (S. 1822) were

signed into law.

The duo will accelerate the adoption of 5G, or “5th Generation,” wireless networks across the U.S. —

and in so doing, force Americans to receive unprecedented levels of exposure to the millimeter

wave (MMW), which has shown potential to harm human health and the environment.

The 5G act requires the president to develop a strategy to ensure the security of 5G mobile

telecommunications systems and infrastructures in the U.S., while assisting “allies and strategic

partners” to maximize the security of such systems.

The Broadband act requires the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to issue rules

regarding data collection to ultimately improve the accuracy of maps showing where broadband is

available in the U.S.

What’s more, the 5G Act requires the president to consult with the FCC, the Department of

Homeland Security, the Department of Defense and other agencies and submit a plan to Congress

within 180 days detailing how secure 5G will be implemented.

With millions of Americans suddenly working remotely, it’s an opportune time for regulators to

move 5G forward — but it’s a move that has many experts concerned. Still, the legislation is moving

forward under the guise of bringing faster internet to Americans, at any cost. The House Energy and

Commerce Committee, which is led by chairman Frank Pallone, Jr., said in a statement:

“The bills signed into law ... by the President are critical to ensuring that all Americans can

access broadband and that our networks are secure and trusted. The need for connectivity

is even more critical now that millions of Americans are teleworking and learning from

home in response to the coronavirus pandemic.

We must prepare our networks for the 5G future and ensure federal agencies work together

on a comprehensive plan to identify and address security risks in 5G and future wireless

technologies — the Secure 5G and Beyond Act requires exactly that ...

It’s also long past time to Nx our nation’s faulty broadband maps. Accurately mapping

unserved and underserved communities is essential to promoting the deployment of high-

speed service to all Americans and ensuring our investments have maximum impact. The

Broadband DATA Act will help tremendously with those efforts ...”

Does EMF Exposure Raise Coronavirus Risk?

In the interview above, Brian Hoyer — one of the primary consultants for my latest book, “EMF*D” —

discusses how electromagnetic Beld (EMF) radiation may be impacting the COVID-19 epidemic and

your infection risk. Many have raised questions about whether there is a connection between 5G

and this pandemic.

While unproven, one current theory is that EMF radiation — and the addition of 5G in particular —

could be having an impact. Hoyer cites data from Arthur Firstenberg’s book, “The Invisible

Rainbow,”  in which he catalogued epidemiological evidence showing that as electriBcation of the

world was implemented, throughout the course of history, viral pandemics ensued.

To put it simply, poor immune function and ill health combined with environmental stressors such

as heightened EMF exposure might create a perfect storm where the virus has an easy way to get

into the body and can reproduce faster.

Smaller 5G Wavelengths Pose Unprecedented Risk

In the video below — “5G Beware,” created by Greater Earth Media — three experts discuss the

pitfalls of rolling out 5G technology before its effects on humans and the environment are

understood. Unlike the “4th Generation” (4G) technology currently in use, which relies on huge 90-

foot cell towers with about a dozen antenna ports on each, the 5G system uses “small cell”

facilities or bases, each with about 100 antenna ports each.

Expected to be 10 to 100 times faster than 4G technology and capable of supporting at least 100

billion devices,  5G relies primarily on the MMW bandwidth, which is between 30GHz and 300GHz,

according to EMF coach and author Lloyd Burrell.

“MMWs ... do not travel well through buildings and they tend to be absorbed by rain and plants. This

interferes with the signal. Added to this, high frequency waves like MMWs also have much shorter

wavelengths that can’t travel far,” he says.

“To counter this problem 5G will utilize smaller cell stations (and the technology of beamforming)

that’ll scramble/unscramble and redirect packets of data on a no-interference path back to us. This

could mean wireless antennas on every lamp post, utility pole, home and business throughout

entire neighborhoods, towns and cities,” Burrell explains,  and herein lies one of its greatest

potential problems — and threats to public health.

In “5G Beware,” Atul Deshmane, commissioner of Whatcom County Public Utility District in

Washington state, walks down the street with an EMF meter, which shows EMF levels “way above

the safe limit” with 4G technology. “If 5G increases this by an order of magnitude, maybe that’s

something to be concerned about,” he says.
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‘This Is Our Generation’s Tobacco’

Jon Humphrey, a music educator in Bellingham, Washington who has decades of professional IT

experience, compared the telecommunications industry to Big Tobacco, stating that 5G technology

is our generation’s tobacco. “As usual, 5G, like 4G and 3G before it, is mostly a marketing term and

most of what you’re being told isn’t accurate,” Humphrey says.

The antennae enclosures added to utility poles and lamp posts may not only be eye sores, including

antennae enclosures that are up to 6 cubic feet each, but also pose a very real threat to public

health. While MMWs have not been widely used before, there are some concerning Bndings to date,

according to Telecom Power Grab, including that sweat ducts in human skin act as antennae when

they come in contact with MMWs.

Dr. Linda Goggin, of Feel Good Functional Medicine in Bellingham, also warns in the Blm that 5G

technology will turn us all into lab rats, part of a giant experiment, as no one knows what 5G will do

to human health:

“We are in our infancy in terms of our understanding of what electromagnetic Nelds do to

the body. And we’re wondering if it is a problem. We function because of moving currents in

our body. That’s a basic principle.

Nerves function because of the shifts in movement of electric charge. The structure of the

water in our body is very important for normal function and that also is affected by charge

coming from outside the body. This whole Neld of the electromagnetic spectrum affects

us ... It’s got to be studied by scientists.”

5G Connection in Areas Hardest Hit by COVID-19

Interestingly, many of the areas hardest hit by COVID-19 have recently implemented 5G, which

might render residents more prone to serious infection by lowering their immune function. Hoyer

cited Dr. Thomas Cowan, who brought up a potential connection between 5G and COVID-19 during

a March 12, 2020, lecture at the Health and Human Rights Summit in Tucson, Arizona.

While I’m not saying 5G spreads the infection or is a vector of infection, it’s possible that it raises

your risk by impairing your innate immune system’s ability to Bght off coronavirus. According to

Hoyer:

“[Cowan] is a top-notch doctor, he's on the cutting edge ... he talks about Wuhan as one of

the testing grounds for 5G, where 5G was Nrst implemented in China. And what's

interesting about Italy ... is that Milan — the Lombardi area of Italy where two-thirds of the

cases are — is considered the 5G capital of the European Union according to Vodafone,

which is the big 5G carrier out there ...

If you go on Vodafone's website, you can see the 5G map, and it's sprinkled throughout all

Milan and Lombardi, that province up there. So that is deNnitely a more concentrated area.

... So, there's 5G in Milan, in Wuhan, and New York City is one of the highest, most intense

[5G] areas I've seen, and Seattle ... But 5G doesn't matter so much to me. It's about the

intensity of the EMF. New York was basically as intense as a 5G area already, before 5G

was implemented, in my opinion. It maxes out all of our meters wherever I go. There are

hidden antennas everywhere in New York City.

[Seattle] has a lot of hills in the city, and right on Queen Anne, there are two huge radio

towers with probably 100 antennas on them, just blasting the whole city. We've had

assessments there where we've maxed out [our meters], and even shielded rooms upstairs

and it still maxed out.”

US Government Spending $9.7 Billion for 5G C-Band Spectrum

Part of the U.S. government’s plan to fast-track the 5G rollout is an offer of $9.7 billion in

compensation payments to satellite operators to give up their C-band spectrum licenses.

The C-band spectrum (from the 3.7GHz to 4.2GHz band) is currently used by satellite operators but

is desirable for the telecom industry as, according to news outlet CommsMEA, “It blends the ability

to deliver hyperfast download speeds in excess of 1Gbps with much improved propagation ranges,

when compared to higher frequency spectrums.”

In a statement, the FCC called this a “critical step in implementing our comprehensive 5G FAST

Plan, as it will rapidly put mid-band spectrum into the hands of innovators and consumers and pave

the way for the United States to lead the world in 5G deployment.”

US Banned Chinese Components Over Fears of Espionage

Privacy issues are another concern. Already, the U.S. government banned the use of Chinese

components in the U.S. 5G network because of surveillance fears.  Further, U.S. companies have

also been banned from selling computer chips to Huawei Technologies Co., which is producing 5G

base stations, citing national security concerns. According to Bloomberg:

“US oacials accuse Huawei of stealing valuable intellectual property and violating a trade

embargo with Iran. The Trump administration blacklisted the company last year, saying

there’s a risk Huawei could give Beijing access to sensitive data coursing through

telecommunications networks that employ its gear.

Huawei has denied the allegations. Critics also said the US government imposed the

sanctions to hobble China’s leadership in key aspects of 5G technology.”

The ban hasn’t stopped Huawei, however, which has continued to produce base stations without

U.S. components. As of February 2020, Huawei had shipped about 600,000 base stations to mobile

phone companies.  China has also been fast-tracking their 5G networks and planned to activate

more than 130,000 base stations by the end of 2019 in order to support its 5G network.

Now, with people using technology to communicate digitally instead of face-to-face, virtually all

communication is being sent through networks manufactured by China. If backdoors used for

surveillance are built into 5G base stations, the tracking and surveillance that could result would be

unprecedented in scope. According to Humphrey, however, even the race with China to roll out 5G is

all smoke and mirrors. He states:

“We can’t keep up with China on networking including with 5G. Why? Because China

manufactures most of the Nber-optic cabling in the world. Fiber isn’t expensive here [in the

U.S.], and it’s even less expensive in China. Small cells, like the ones used in 5G, have to be

hooked up to Nber-optic cabling and since China installs their Nber in a public manner they

can leverage it for use in the most eacient, cost-effective manner possible.”

Humphrey also states in “5G Beware” that the U.S. is far behind most of the rest of the developed

world because it doesn’t have public Bber optics. While it’s sometimes said that 5G will ultimately

replace Bber optics, Humphrey says this is laughable, since 5G requires Bber optics. “Fiber optics is

safe,” he says, “it just carries light. You might as well just hook directly up to the Bber and have a

choice in how much EMF exposure you’re getting.”

You Won’t Have a Choice to Opt Out, so What Can You Do?

Once it’s installed in your neighborhood, you won’t have a choice to opt out of 5G exposure. “5G will

be virtually everywhere, with the options of being able to simply “get away from it” being very

limited as millions of small cell devices are rolled out,” Humphrey says.

As for lowering your EMF exposure, you can download a free chapter from my book, “EMF*D,” that

summarizes most of the major recommendations.
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5G DANGER: 13 REASONS 5G WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY WILL BE A CATASTROPHE FOR HUMANITY

www.globalresearch.ca/5g-danger-13-reasons-5g-wireless-technology-will..  (2021).----------------------- In an explosive interview

featuring key patent screenshots, scientiBc journal articles, and corporate documents, Karen Kingston lays out the argument that

covid mRNA "vaccine" injections are actually implantations of exotic technology that can be used to achieve enslavement. global

and/or genocide. Biotech analyst Karen Kingston unveils the covid vaccine 5G link + biosynthetic AI nanotech - Covid-19 injections

contain NEUROWEAPONS embedded in Lipid Nanoparticels (LNP) - Neurological weapons were hidden through Emergency Use

Authorization cover-up - Shocking patents conBrm it's all true (patent numbers shown) - Transhumanism assault on humanity now

under way, people becoming LESS human - LNPs can be activated via 5G frequencies to achieve physiological changes - Covid

"vaccines" appear to be exotic tech INSTALLED in human hosts - CCP-linked AI company named "national security threat" in USA - 5G

infrastructure to be exploited by AI embedded systems for surveillance - Post-vaccine "biostructures" are self-assembling biosynthetic

weapons www.newstarget.com/2022-10-06-biotech-analyst-karen-kingston-unveils-p..  (10/06/2022).---

rumble.com/v1mvnzn-biotech-analyst-karen-kingston-unveils-the-covid-va..  (10/06/2022).---
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Even insurance companies (the most famous of which is Lloyds of London) have made headlines by refusing to insure Big

Wireless (the corporate telecom conglomerate) against illnesses and claims related to wi-B and 5G: Ultimately, 5G is part of the

NWO's agenda to establish a giant, inescapable command and control network that eliminates all privacy and allows

manipulators to surveil every person on the planet at all times. If ever there was a time for activists to step up in the name of
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Pandemic Bill Mandate Accelerated 5G Rollout
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

The Secure 5G and Beyond Act (S. 893) and the Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological Availability Act (S. 1822) were signed into law in

March 2020



The duo will accelerate the adoption of 5G, or “5th Generation,” wireless networks across the U.S. — and in so doing, force Americans to receive

unprecedented levels of exposure to the millimeter wave (MMW)



The COVID-19 pandemic is causing unprecedented numbers of Americans to work and communicate digitally, accelerating the push for widespread

5G networks



The U.S. government banned the use of Chinese components in the U.S. 5G network because of surveillance fears, but privacy concerns remain

Once installed, you won’t be able to opt out of 5G exposure, so it’s important to voice your concerns to your local oocials and vote for those who will

protect communities and Bght for citizens’ health and safety
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manipulators to surveil every person on the planet at all times. If ever there was a time for activists to step up in the name of

freedom, truth, health, privacy and sovereignty, now is the time.

www.globalresearch.ca/5g-danger-13-reasons-5g-wireless-technology-will..  (2021) DANGERS OF 5G.

- ICBE-EMF scientists report that exposure limits for radio frequency (or wireless) radiation set by ICNIRP and the FCC are

based on invalid assumptions and outdated science,; and calls for an independent assessment of the effects and risks of radio

frequency radiation based on scientiBc evidence from peer-reviewed studies conducted over the past 25 years. - The public

should be informed of the health risks of wireless radiation especially for children, pregnant women and people who are

electromagnetically hypersensitive. - ICBE-EMF calls for an immediate moratorium on further rollout of 5G wireless

technologies until safety is demonstrated, and not simply assumed.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/well-being-dangers-of-5g?utm_source=post-ema..  (10/18/2022).--- Airlines ask Biden to delay

5G rollout, warn of "catastrophic aviation crisis" In a letter obtained by Reuters, representatives of 10 airlines called on President

Biden to delay launching near airports subject to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) tight restrictions once the technology is

deployed. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/airlines-biden-delay-5g-rollout-av..  (2022)
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THE 5G ROLL OUT: EMF RADIATION, DEVASTATING HEALTH IMPACTS, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS. CRIMES

AGAINST HUMANITY? The following information has been abbreviated from scientiBc literature that is fully validated and has

been stated by international experts such as Drs. Devra Davis and Martin Pall about EMF’s adverse effects to government

leaders and national legislators repeatedly. This outline was presented by Dr. Martin Pall, a Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry

and Medical Sciences at Washington State University to the National Institutes of Health. Dr. Pall is recognized worldwide as an

expert in EMF and 5G’s detrimental effects on biological systems and the diseases associated with wireless technologies.

-Lower Fertility: Alters the structure of the testes and ovaries, lowers sperm count and the number of egg follicles, increases

spontaneous abortion and lowers the levels of three sex hormones. -Neurological and Neuropsychiatric Effects: There has been

a dramatic increase in the following conditions since the advent of mobile phones, the internet, and wireless technologies:

insomnia, fatigue, depression, headaches and cognitive dysfunction, anxiety, and loss of memory. Animal studies have shown

that EMFs produce major changes in brain structure, which is likely happening to everyone who has extensive daily exposure to

EMFs --- Cellular DNA Damage: There are three types of DNA damage observed in EMF exposure: single and double DNA breaks

and oxidized DNA bases.

These can cause cancer and mutations in the sexual germ lines. --- Apoptosis: EMFs contribute to programmed cell death that

in turn leads to reproductive and neurodegenerative disorders. ---- Oxidative Stress: Free radical damage that has been

associated with numerous health conditions including cancer, diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, myocardial infarction, stroke,

chronic intammation, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, cellular death and aging
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----- Endocrine Effects: According Dr. Pall, every hormonal system in the body is adversely affected by EMF exposure. ----

Excessive Intracellular Calcium: Ca2+ is critical for cellular activity -Cancer: There are 35 separate scientiBc reviews of the body

of peer-reviewed literature providing evidence that EMFs increase carcinogenesis, promote and progress tumor development

and contribute to metastasis. There are also other medical conditions that have been shown to be associated likely with EMF

exposure: -Cardiac Effects. EMFs interfere with the electrical control of the heart that can produce tachycardia, bradycadia,

arrhythmia and abnormal heart palpitations.

---- -Early Onset of Alzheimer’s and Dementia: In recent years and in parallel with increased EMF exposure, signs of symptoms

associated with Alzheimer’s are being observed in people age 30 and younger. Dr. Pall has called this “digital dementias.” ----

ADHD and Autism: The epidemic in ADHD and autism witnessed in each younger generation may be caused by late prenatal and

early post-natal EMF exposure. Each of these neurological conditions is associated with the increase of calcium

over-penetrating cell linings due to EMF pulsations and disrupting synapse formations.

www.globalresearch.ca/5g-crimes-against-humanity/5767555?utm_campaign=..  (2022)
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It is important to document the ill effects of EMF exposure, an under-recognized area. Thank you for that Guillermou! And thank

you Dr Mercola, for recognizing this and writing about it ongoing! A) If we are born with electricity all around us from our very

Brst breath, how do we know the EMFs are Not affecting us? We are so used to electricity in the air! Dietrich Klinghardt, MD

writes that he has found most EMF sensitive patients to have high heavy metal loads on their body. WIth the metals stored in

brain and spinal cord tissue, he believes the EMFs vibrate the metals, hence affecting the nervous system.

And this explains why some people are sensitive to EMFs and others are less so, he said. I would think with 5G, it is all the more

true. B)WARNING: STUDY SHOWED BLOOD CLUMPING AFTER 5G EXPOSURE! A retired Stanford biological

physicist/researcher, showed me a study in which women 70+ year old, with normal blood as retected on lab blood smears and

seen under the microscope, re-tested after 5G exposure. It was only after the 5G exposure, that the slides (seen under the

microscope) retected that the blood had clumped.

Directly related to 5G exposure, where to repeat, their blood had been normal prior to 5G exposure. Now whaddya think of that?

It's "interesting" (and important) to note, and ask questions about this, that 5G was rolled out concurrently with the coronavirus.

C) People should also really question the legal implications of patented genes being injected into our very own body. And the

interaction between 5G and...all that is injected.
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I have a new phone. I"ve turned off 5G. I wonder if that makes a difference? I wonder if new phones will have this option?
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Obviously this is not for cell phones, but our modem has the option. I asked our carrier to shut off the 5G. It surely does make a

difference. Please see what I posted to Guillermou's thread. A study found blood clumping related directly to 5G exposure. No

kidding.
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mirandola, I think 5G on modems is completely different technology from 5G for cellphones... "5G and 5GHz Wi-Fi (also known

as just 5G Wi-Fi) are two completely different things." www.tworivercomputer.com/can-someone-explain-5g
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Hi, I'm of the opinion "they" could turn the 5G on if they wanted to, and unless you had measuring equipment, no one would be

the wiser.  re: 5GHz wiB router & 5G... agreed
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I got an RF meter that measures uW/m2. From that I learned I should never spend any signiBcant amount of time within 1/4 mile of a

cell phone tower. And there is more than 50 houses closer to that to the cell phone tower in my neighborhood. The elementary school

is also with that quarter mile radius. And so is a pickle ball court complex of 16 courts. Also, I will not use the living room where my

wi-B is located when it is turned on. And I will try to stay at least 10 feet from my microwave oven when I have to use it. My laptop

watching Dr Mercola's video does not put out a lot compared to the previous 3 sources above. Much lower at the keyboard on my

computer than it is within 1000 feet of the cell phone tower. Cell phone EMF's drop a lot to almost zero about 1/2 mile away, or about

1/10,000 the strength.
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Can you recommend a meter? Thank you. Please message me through Mercola. I won't be able to see comments after the

article goes behind the paywall. Thanks again.
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My meter is "EMFields Accoustimeter RF Meter AM-11" It's frequency pickup range is 200 Mhz to 8 Ghz, which includes

microwave ovens, cell phone towers and 5G, cell phones, wi-B in homes and ooces and hotels, TV and radio towers, any

blue-tooth like in computers/phones and blue-tooth headphones and blue-tooth appliances. I noticed it even picks up the

ampliBed RF signal in portable radios (which is very low, but not zero) and I assume TV's. It does not pick up 60 hz AC like in

fans or electric motors or refrigerators or air conditioners or light bulbs or light dimmers.

It measures both V/m and uW/m2. I think V/m is just the biggest spike power over a fraction of a second and uW/m2 is the

average power over that same period of time. Amazon sells it for $399. I think it might have been one of the recommended ones

by a past Dr Mercola article. Battery life is very good as the supplied batteries still work after 6 months. Just uses common AA

batteries (2). I have no way to compare it with other models, but since I rarely use it, I don't want rechargeable batteries as a set

of leak-proof Energizer lithium inspired batteries that can be stored for up to 20 years may last me for many years and not leak.

But if I ever have to move or recommend a house to a friend, I could not do so without knowing the high frequency EMF levels

are for that house. Same is true of any wi-Fi I buy or a friend buys. I would want to compare that wi-B with others and to know

how far I have to sit to avoid much of the EMF.

My only complaints with my RF meter is how big it is (too big for most pockets) and cost, but I have no way to compare that with

others since this is the only one I have ever seen in person. When I bought it, it seemed at the time to be really good compared

to how much it costs. Seems like such an expensive device just so you can know what is extremely unsafe compared to what

might be safe. If every future appliance will have blue-tooth that forever stays on, yikes!!!
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Recall the high end cruise ships with very sickly people along with many deaths. Only those with 5G reception suffered so. Not a

coincidence.
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Thank you for mentioning that BrianAllen. With Smart Meters, 5G et al, it may be time for people to call out assault, as all of

these are imposed on us, against our will. And for many, without knowledge of the ill effects which many people will suffer.

Assault is a truth here. Please see what I posted to Guillermou's thread, study showing that after 5G exposure, blood

clumped...and not before that exposure.
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Something I always Bnd a bit disingenuous about these 5G articles is that there is never any mention of the RADARs coming from

modern vehicles at 24, 67 and 77 GHz (Future ones at 144 GHz). Those are both far higher power and far closer to us than the typical

5G base-station. All those fancy self-braking and self-parking systems rely on these GHz frequencies. The modern car right behind

you is directly beaming GHz frequencies at you. Your modern car is doing it to those around you. We are probably receiving some of

that radiation back because antennas are not perfectly directional. Also now in the works is legislation to mandate cabin occupancy

detection, to prevent sleeping children from being left in a hot or cold car by inattentive parents.

There is no one that can argue that the goal has noble intentions. The problem is that the systems they are proposing are based on

these GHz RADARs. So very young children get constantly radiated while in the vehicle. No one has any way to know what the long

term health effects of that will be. These systems work by monitoring heart beats. An infant has a faster heart beat than an adult. It is

theoretically possible that a heart bit is unique to you like your Bngerprint, adding yet another method for 'Them' to track us.
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I will try again on actual uW/m2 as measured on a $400 meter designed for these measurements. Mostly 5000 to 100,000 uW/m2

within 1/4 mile of the cell phone tower located next to the school, exercise trail, and subdivision. Gradually drops on the exercise trail

from 1/4 mile to 1/2 mile from 2500 to under 10 uW/m2. Also drops to around 5000 to 10,000 under the tower within a few hundred

feet of the tower and then quickly rises, so the school and subdivision houses are likely getting full force of 5,000 to 100,000, but I am

guessing, but don't know, if you go indoors, does the house or school provide some protection? The kids in the playground all day long

during school hours are for sure getting more than 5,000 uW/m2 which is the same as 5 mW/m2 the units this article used in

measuring.

As I walk down the trail from 1/4 mile to 1/2 mile of the tower, the readings drop from a steady 1000 to under 10 uW/m2 (0.01

mW/m2). My house is usually under 5 uW/m2 when the wi-B is off, but tuctuates from 1000 to 5000 5-feet from the wi-B when on and

being used and 5 to 50 at the keyboard on the wireless computer while downloading from the internet. For the microwave, it suddenly

jumps from 5 when not transmitting to 5,000 to 10,000 when transmitting, but drops to 500 when 10-feet away and down to 50 in the

next room at 12 feet with a wall between me and microwave.

The main take, if I lived within 1/2 mile of a cell phone tower, I would consider moving and if I lived 1/4 of a mile away, I would not

delay the move. Being 1/4 mile or closer to a cell phone tower is like living constantly 12 inches from a microwave oven running

24-hours per day! You can highly restrict the use of a microwave to less than once per day, but you can't control a cell phone tower!

Measuring non-radio frequency devices in a house, I measure nothing, just 1 uW/m2 3-inches from a space heater. Perhaps may not

be designed to measure 60 hz AC. Portable battery AM radio is constant 100 uW/m2 at 3 inches.
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I haven't slept properly since they put up the towers all over my roof and pointing at me from the nearby airport. I have Doctor

Mercola's silvershield tent but its hot inside and hard to breathe. It's been about 3 years now since they put them up and I haven't had

soft hair or dewey skin or felt truly well since it started.
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Seems a tent should be breathable. Try blowing a fan towards the tent or into the tent. I have measured a fan puts out zero EMF,

not signiBcant compared to if you live within 1/2 mile of a cell phone tower. My measurements tell me to try to avoid much if

any time within 1/4 mile (1300 feet) of a cell phone tower. My $400 meter suggests it is much safer to carry a functioning cell

phone than it is to spend a day living within 1/4 mile of a cell phone tower. But I have not measured what happens when you are

talking on a cell phone. I do believe the power of the RF drops 75% lower when distance from the source doubles.

I now know the accumulated damage to your body over time is multiplied by a lot if you live within 1/4 miles of a cell tower or

you work next to the microwave oven break area in a workplace or you spend several hours per day every day within 10, even 20

feet of a wi-B router in your house. Oh, my RF meter does not measure any frequency below 200 Mhz. Does not measure 60hz

AC as that is too low to be classiBed as RF (radio frequencies). A fan would put out 60hz magnetic Belds that are constantly

increasing and decreasing. I am not sure that is a problem but I am sure Dr Mercola considers it a problem as he suggests

cutting all electrical power access during sleep in a bedroom that is not battery powered.

Even though when nothing is plugged in, the wires in your house do emit electric Belds, but I think they are tiny compared to cell

phone towers up to half a mile away. Circuit breakers in a house are not designed to last indeBnitely if they are turned off and on

daily. A cell phone that is not in use, but is turned on will put out short duration high power spikes every second or so to

maintain communication access to a tower in your area, so you can immediately know when someone is calling you or sending

you a text.
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"The U.S. government banned the use of Chinese components in the U.S. 5G network because of surveillance fears," While that is true

the real reason is that China owns the patents on 5G technology so the US could not get THEIR spying system built into the 5G

systems.
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Another bad RF EMF situation is that MOST all new cell phones, whether 'smart' or not, do not have any external antenna co-ax

jack connection, which for the most part, was the result of converting from telescoping cellphone antennas to the new internal

fractal antennas...which phone users externally wrap their hand around. There are a few exceptions though. Years ago, I

equipped all my 3 old vehicles with sheet metal, rooftop mounted, 3/4" universal NMO co-ax connected insert bases with dual

band cellular antennas, in order to avoid RF EMFs inside the vehicle cabins. Recently, (and even before), the cellcos mandated

that all my phones had to be converted from 3G to 4G, most of which have no external co-ax jacks for external, roof top

antennas.

I don't like those RF leaky, velcro inductively coupled, wrap-around "bandage" adapters, as well as those no-drill glass window

adhesive co-ax and glass mounted antenna couplers, but rather prefer non-leak, continuous hardwire co-ax from stem to stern.

Fortunately, since I retired in 2010 (as a railroad radio telecom tech), my need for a cell phone has been minimal, so I usually

just keep it on my belt turned off, unless I'm anticipating a particular phone call or have a roadside emergency.

www.alternativewireless.com/cellular-antennas/vehicle/hole-mount.html
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Dr Mercola For the Brst time a scientiBc studie from 3,4 and 5G and the damage to adults and your childrens brain horrifying

www.youtube.com/watch  Bahnbrechende Studien zu Elektrosmog | Dr. med. Kurt Mller | NaturMEDIZIN Never done before.
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What about the other theory, that a virus is a packet of genetic material that the body puts out in response to an environmental

onslaught. Like 5G. Our bodies are putting out the viral particles to tell everyone and everything else what is happening. But the illness

in the body is not from the viral particle, but rather from the radiation. See the videos of Dr. Zack Bush among others.
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If you read Dr. Cowan's other book "The Contagion Myth" you will also discover that no virus to this day has been found, isolated and

therefore they cant test for infection. We are dealing with a psyop within a psyop The only thing they have is a computer construct of

what they think is a virus. The so called modelling never meets a true physical in the lab experiment When you think of it this is exactly

what Kill Batez did with so called computer Viruses and Windows
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